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Minimal exit trajectories with optimum correctional manoeuvres to a ~ocket between two coplaner, non- - 
coaxial elliptic orbits in an inverse square gravitational field have been iqvestigated. Case of trajectories 
with no correctional manoeuvres has also been analysed, In the end minimal exit trajectories through 
specified orbital terminals are discussed and problem of ref. (2) is derived as a particular case, 
Nomenclature 
h, twice the aerial velocity for launch orbit 
h, twice the aerial velocity for destination orbit 
h twice the aerial velocity for transfer orbit 
a angle between radius vector of the launch 
point and major axis of the transfer tra- 
. . jectory 
j3 angle between major axis of the launch a ~ d  
destination orbits. 
eccentricity of the transfer orbit 
, $  eccentricity of the launch orbit 
, $  eccentricity of the destination orbit 
V launch velocity 
, Vl orbital velocity corresponding to launch 
orbit at the launch point 
V2 orbital velocity corresponding to destina- 
tion orbit at the destination point 
y launch angle i.e. angle between V and local 
horizontal 
Y, angle between Vi and local horizontal 
y2 angle between V,  and local horizontal 
I _I 
p gravitational parametel 
Lawdenl has investigated an opti'mal correc- 
tional manoeuvre programme for a space vehicle 
by minimizing the mean characteristic velocity 
of the correctional manoeuvres %?- For Slmilar 
launch operation procedure and same set of de- 
tection and correction instruments with sdine 
pre-assigned acceptable value to S for all ball&tic 
transfer trajectories between two specified launch 
and destination orbits, it can be assumed that the 
total transfer time To will serve as a measure of 
corresponding , along the trajectory and 
- 
Wmi, is given by2 
where m is the statistical mean value of theerror 
in the impulsive velocity change brought at ,the 
time of launch, k the statisticalmean vdue of the 
subsequent correctional manoeuvres, To  the total 
time of flight of the vehicle from the givenlaunch 
to the destination point, S (a pre-assigned vdue) 
represents the time interval between final correc- 
tional manoeuvre and arrival ofthe vehicle at the 
target and e is the base of the natural logarithms. 
Prior to launching, rn and k are assumed to have 
been determined. 
The object of the piesent paper is to investigate 
the minimal trajectories between coplaner; non- 
coaxial elliptic orbits in an inverse s4uare gra- 
Witational field. The optimization criterion adopt- 
ed is the least propellant energy consumption 
during the impulsive launch and correctidnal 
manoeuvre impgrted to the rock@. Minimal 
exit trajectories with no .correctional ,manoeuvres 
have been investigated. Minimal e$it trajecto- 
ries through specifie& terminal points on the orbits 
are also analysed & ~ d  problem of ref. (2) is shown 
to be a particular case of the pres&t problem. 
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N = G [ ~ t a n y -  1 - cos A 
and . ~ 
S(G - 1) C O S ~  y K (1 - cos A)% 
X = - Tr1 f ~2 H cosz y + ( 2 - q ~ ~  
Also from Eq. (4), we have - 
1 -!4 21nv) ' =  - v [(L - V 2 t a n y l f  [ I -  V ~ C O S ( ~ - - Y ~ )  - 
'3 01 2 r 1 v ,  
sin yi 
- 2  ( Y l  ( Y 1 - Y c o f ( Y - ~ 3 )  + v s i n ( ~ - y ~ ) ( v ~ -  
) 
L ) ) ]  r1 VI (21) 
a ( a v )  = 1 (*V) -* [PC - ( 1 - Vl cos (y-- I) 
a A 2 v )I - (22) 
1 -t 'Os (y - '1). + 2 VR sin (y - 1 ] (23) a(*n = - ( a n [ & ( i -  37 2 rl v 
Substitutioli from Eqs. (18) to (23) in (15) to Case of No Correctional Manomyre,y 
(17) gives three equations in unknowns 61, and Y of exit ;rajectory with no 
which can be numerically solved for known values ' manoeuvres Eqs. (15) to (17) reduce to 
of launch and destination orbital parameters. a (nv) =., (24) ' Having known el, h and y remaining elements a 01 
like launch velocity, entry point, eccentricity of 
the hiniaal exit trajectory can be determined, a(nv)-  =, a A (25 ) 
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a ( n v )  =, (ii) when terminal on destination arbit is (26) specified, a Y , - 
Substitutions from Eq. (4) in (24) to (26), (iii) when terminals on both the launch and 
differentiation and simplification gives destination orbits are specified. 
Y (k -V2tanyl  
"1 For trajectories of g o u p  ( i )  since launch point 
( r,, ) is specified, Eq. (15) vanishes and F and 
VI-- VCOS(Y--Y~) ) + V reduce to functions of two variables h and y. 
The optimality bq~ations in this case will be given 
v sin (Y - YI) ( v1 -- Y) 1 = 0 (27) by Eqs. (16) a 4  (17). Solutions of Eqs. (16) and 
ri V.I 
p M Y = O  (1 7) will determine the values of h and y for the (28) minimal exit trajectory and thereafter the other 
and . parameters of the trajectory can be known pro- 
p N Y  + 2 r i  VVi sin(y-yr) = 0 (29) ceeding as before. 
where 
For group (ii) when destination point (r2, 02) y =  1 -  Vlcos(Y-Y,) .-- 
v is specified 
Eqs. (28) and (29) when solved numerically gives 0, = 81 + h - const (30) 
81, h and y for minimal exit trajectory with no 
correction.al manoeuvres and then othei elements 
of the trajectory can be known. Substitution foi A from Eq. (30) in (4) and (14) 
transforms A V and F as function of 81 and y and 
Minimal Elit Trajectoriesfor S~ecl%d Orbital 
optimality equations are by ~ q s .  (15 )  and (17) Terminals 
which can be solved as in the previous case. In 
Minimal exit tiajectories with correctional case (iii) both the terminals (r,, 81) and (r2, 
manoeuvers for specified orpita1 terminals can are specified, hence Eqs. (15) and (16) vanish 
be classified in three groups. 
, - 
tkqs the optimality equations will be Eq. (17) as 
(i) when terminal on launch orbitis specified; obtai~ed in-ref. ((-2). 
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